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Abstract: The Jammu and Kashmir dispute is one of the oldest political disputes in South Asia. As a

researcher, one continuously oscillates between time in which Indian and Pakistani states discuss the

‘Kashmir dispute’ and the real time of living a life through the interminable violence in Kashmir. While the

contestations over linear narration of history or debates on authenticity of historical events to explain the

contemporary Kashmir have been much discussed, not much has been theorised about how

intersection of violence, climate change discourse and environmental disasters emerge and are

experienced in contemporary Kashmir. In this presentation, I engage with the event of 2014 floods in

Kashmir valley that had devastating impact on life and business in the valley.

I further this project by asking, what is anthropologically arrived at while I eventalize a singular event of a

man-made environmental disaster of a flood in 2014, when the community’s lives has been eternally

locked in systemic incarceration and punitive castigation in an occupied territory? It is in this pursuit that I

attend to understand the living of a life in Kashmir when, apart from the recurrent social, economic and

political violence events that caricature the social of Kashmir, a sudden unanticipated environmental

disaster folds into the other interminable events of crisis. I ask, what epistemological questions can be

addressed when we attempt to ‘(re)eventalize’ an event of flood? Can a man-made natural disaster that

is imagined to be another punctuation in the long series of events of crisis that calibrate life in Kashmir,

tell us something about the creative emergences that sustain lives while being strangulated between a

dysfunctional extractivist state and a police state?
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